Florida Tech, Harvard To Lock Horns Tuesday

Werner, a recent transfer, has won several national awards this year including, “Top Speaker” at Columbia University in New York and a “Superior Debater” award at the Golden Bear Invitational at the University of California at Berkeley. Other awards include major southern regional tournaments in debate as well as other events such as after-dinner speaking and extemporaneous speaking.

Kamonski, the student body president, has a successful past record in debate. While attending high school in Georgia he placed second in the state. As a member of the Orlando Junior College debate unit he was third in the state tournament.

Kamonski also received speaker awards and was an undeclared district champion in his second year of debate (“Cocktail” spontaneous activity at Tech was held Wednesday, March 26, in the ballroom of the hotel. Village Center Student Activities Board plans and arranges the days events. At 10:30 a.m., an art object, an 11 foot batfish, was on exhibit. It was recently exhibited at the Winter Park Festival. Later, Professor Steve Lottz, FTU, and the two artists, started a painting battle. “Wild Wednesdays” is a spontaneous activity at Tech that was held Wednesday, March 26, in the ballroom of the hotel.

The team, composed mainly of the players of the Tau Upsilon fraternity, was one of five other schools represented. The schools were University of Palm Beach, Florida Atlantic University, Palm Beach Atlantic College, Paul and Embry Aeronautical Institute.

After drawing a first-round bye, FTU met University of Palm Beach in the first round. The Bobcats lost to FTU with 28 points. In the following game, Dave Richards’ 30 points was the spark that gave FTU an 87-75 victory and third place overall into Wednesday’s final.

The tournament was won by Florida Atlantic with University of Palm Beach in second place. FTU players selected for the All-Tournament Team were Dean Brunnos and Dave Richards.

Housing Fee Due April 19

Campus resident students have until April 19 to pay a $50.00 deposit for the Fall Quarter. Current residents registering housing for the fall should not be placed on a waiting list. C. Barth Engert, Director of Student Housing, indicated that this deposit will guarantee an accommodation for the Academic Year. Accommodations not reserved by the deadline will be released to prospective students on the growing list of fall applicants.

The deposit will be refunded upon request until May 1st. After this date, refund requests will be authorized only if enrollment for the fall quarter is denied by the university.

SACS Committee To Evaluate FTU

A committee of ten from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools headed by Dr. Jim Clarke, Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Alabama has been on the FTU campus this week to evaluate all aspects of the campus.

The S.A.C.S. sends a committee from other institutions to the FTU campus.

Minor Athletics Approved for FTU

The Florida State Board of Regents approved the beginning of a limited program of intercollegiate athletics at FTU, at a meeting at the University of South Florida. Beginning in the 1970-71 academic year at FTU, there will be basketball, tennis, track, and volleyball.
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March 28, 1969

Dear Students,

The newly elected officers of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences in the FTU Student Government wish to extend their thanks to those who supported them during their election. The officers also wish to thank their opponents for an enthusiastic campaign. We hope they will continue to participate in student government activities in the future.

Sincerely,

Martha Ratterman
Junior, History

Editorial

Can Tech Freshmen Be Qualified Editors?

There has been some discussion recently about the fact that the editors of the FTUre are all freshmen. It is very unusual for a broadsheet newspaper to have an entire staff as freshman, let alone the Editorship. Therefore this is to explain how this unusual phenomenon came about at FTU.

Dear Editor:

Thank you so much for the crystal pyramid paperweight you gave me during my visit to FTU. It's just lovely and I'll always treasure it. I really enjoyed meeting you and visiting your campus. It's certainly a pretty location for a school.

Sincerely,

Marsha Ratterman
Miss America '69

Letters to the Editor

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editors:

I am not in the habit of writing letters to newspapers, but in this case I must make an exception. The FTUre is undoubtedly one of the most "outstanding" newspapers that I have ever seen. Not only have I found most of the articles to be properly written examples of editorializing, but to the best of my knowledge, the Fla. Tech. newspaper is one of those rare publications which gives high school level to freshmen editors. I would have thought that with the number of students involved, a few mistakes would slip by. However, in the past and that now the FTUre is my favorite newspaper in the world.

Sincerely,

John Gallowston
Junior, Education

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editors:

I am writing specifically in reference to your article "The Effects of Student Government Activities in the Future" which appeared in the March 7, 1969 issue of your paper.

As a registered voter and student of this University, I resent the implications made in that article. I do not feel that the students, faculty, or any other campus function should be "bowed-down" or have to change their schedules to meet the specifications of the all high and mighty FRESHMEN "Editors" of the FTUre.

I may be making an unfair comparison in my following statement. However, since when did the formation of new students of this University wish to extend their thanks to those who supported them during their election. The officers also wish to thank their opponents for an enthusiastic campaign. We hope they will continue to participate in student government activities in the future.

Sincerely,

Martha Ratterman
Junior, History

Editorial

Chi Alpha Explained

Chi Alpha was formed by 20 men who felt they needed more than a broadsheet newspaper in their college and a University affairs. These men, who wanted a voice in the world of student life, joined together to study, work, and play together as a team. Since its short existence, they have been highly active, and are now ready to move into the dorm. At this time, they picked their "Little Sister" group and closed off the Fall Quarter by singing Christmas carols at the dorm door.

To help those brothers who are having trouble with their classes, Chi Alpha is instilling a self-help program where men can obtain help from others who has already taken the course.

Each Wednesday night, Chi Alpha meets at the cafeteria and has a meeting following to take care of club business.

For information call the Chi Alpha president, Ralph Bundy, at 757-4691.

FUTURE Apologizes

In the last issue of the FUTURE in a special editorial it was mentioned that the student government had solicited the help of the FUTURE in the past and that now the FUTURE would provide the help of the student government office of Student Affairs. This statement was made in error, and the FUTURE now wishes to correct this error.

So to Mrs. Kinder and particularly Mrs. Spear, we are very sorry that the erroneous statement appeared in the FUTURE and would like to ask your forgiveness.

John Gallowston
Pat Johnson
Steve Jones
Linda Metcalfe
On Movies

'Charly': Tragic Theme

By ROBERT E. HOLDSINGER

In 'Charly' Cliff Robertson attempts to portray a mentally retarded adult who has achieved some degree of independence. Through the film the viewer starts to equate all mentally retarded adults as having the same emotional apparatus as children. Certainly this effect reduces the technical complexities of establishing a character, there seems to be a lot more infantile mannequins that we can tune in on and use to lubricate the projection more efficiently.

The salivary speech of a child, the emphasized movement of the jaw, and the wrinkled forehead, to some might seem a bit overworked. It can safely be said that through it all, we see Robertson trying hard to do his best, turning in a performance that anyone would be proud of. The Academy Award nomination? Well, most nominees can play with the thought that in any other year most could have won it.

The rest of the movie concerned with Claire Bloom, an apprentice 'drähir', setting Charly up and watching him becoming his post-operative research tool. Now, anybody can guess why she is there. Claire has always been plagued with this thing about being too good looking for her roles.

She is offset by the ugliness of the two 'mandibular' competing psychologists, who, as scientists, are beautiful, but as human beings are just bent. Like many they are

Ventre Joins Engineering

Dean Robert Kersten, College of Engineering and Technology at Tech, has announced the appointment of Dr. Gerald G. Ventre as Assistant Professor of Engineering.

Dr. Ventre, a native of Cincinnati, Ohio, began teaching in Spring quarter. He received his A.E. Degree in 1963, M.S. Degree in 1965, and Ph.D. Degree in 1969 at the University of Cincinnati.

Dr. Ventre is a member of the American Society for Engineering Education and Tau Beta Pi. He was the recipient of two NASA Research Grants and an award from the Engineering Society of Cincinnati.

playing the research game of recognition; unfortunately they are not of the footnote category and headed for the big time.

Their egotism is exhibited by the attempt to bump one another for the pole position upon the announcement of their scientific breakthrough.

Everything has been completed. They have successfully produced the most intelligent mice in the world, and their follow-up Charley is now pretty much at home with organic molecular theory. Of course they screwed up. The one member of the duel, cast as a woman Viennese doctor, should have been the tip off.

As a motion picture "Charly" plays a lot on the line. A person can latch on to any number of things that may carry him through the film. Most of the emotional interplay has a high degree of reliance; it is not merely self indulgence. Above it all there are the mounting, the equality of life theme—knowing exactly what one was and is becoming, with no possibility of optimism or escape in this era. It is a uniquely tragic theme.

Alcoholism Study First In The US

Florida Technological University will be the first university in the United States to offer a regular credit course on the sociology of alcoholism, according to Dr. Charles M. Uekert, chairman of the sociology department. The three credit course is being offered during the spring quarter.

Long neglected by social scientists and professional health workers, alcoholism has only recently been recognized as one of the major problems of contemporary society. Current estimates place the number of alcoholics in Florida at 180,000. The national figure is reported to be in excess of 6 million.

The Florida Alcoholics Rehabilitation Program is cooperating with the University in developing the course, and is loaning its Director of Community Services, George Clinks, instructor.

Miss Beity Jo McLeod, MSW, ACSW, manager of the Alcoholics Rehabilitation Program's Orlando Clinic, will assist Clinks in teaching the course.

has Beens, Taus Vie Monday

Has Beens lead in tournament play at Oviedo so far, the Has Beens built up a 14-point halftime lead then had to withstand a last-minute barrage by the Orges and escaped with a 69-66 victory. Mike Maynard led the winners with 27 points and Rudi Jesse was high for the Orges with 10 markers. Chi Alpha I rolled over Tau Gold 55-43 thanks to Rick Beens' 33 points. Tom Mercer tallied 17 for Tau Gold. Tau Blue, led by Earl Stokes and Don Lilly, posted a 54-46 victory over Chi Alpha I. Lilly and Stokes combined for 48 points, 12 each. Tom Bornemann was high for Chi Alpha with 14.

The Orges eliminated Tau Gold 68-42 via Rudi Jesse's 23 points. Tom Mercer scored 15 points for the Taus.

Chl Alpha Wins

At the F.T.U. courts, Chi Alpha II won over the Tau Bandits 28-12 in a roughly played game that had to be halted by referee Don Mathis. PKE I outlasted Sigma Pi 33-19.

In addition to the important game Monday between the Has Beens and Tau Blue, The Orges will play Chi Alpha in the nightcap. The winner will play the Tau-Has Beens loser and that winner will play for the championship next Wednesday. All games start promptly in Oviedo at 4:15 and 5:15. Chi Alpha II and PKE I will play each other Monday at the F.T.U. court. Their game will be following the match between the PKE I-Sigma Y winner and Sigma Alpha Tau Bandits winner. All games at F.T.U. start at 4:00 and 6:00 p.m.

SG Officers Take Oaths

Student Government officers that had to be re-elected by referendum by machinery of the PTU governmental system began to roll with the first meeting of the Student senate held Tuesday.

The meeting started with President Walt Komanski administering the oath of office to the newly elected president indicated he is considering appointments to his cabinet.

Fred Basset

What puzzles me about this new road-sign...

Is that the picture seems to bear very little resemblance to the reality.

By ALEX GRAHAM

short course in money management
Activity Calendar

Friday, March 24, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Market Center, "There It Is", featuring Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, Peter Fonda, Kim Hunter, admission 50 cts, Science 107.

Saturday, March 25, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m., Ft Sigma Epsilon Rush Party, Multi-Purpose Room.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "Little", featuring Warren Beatty, Jean Seberg, Peter Fonda, Kim Hunter, admission 50 cts, Science 107.

March 29, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m., Ft Alpha Phi Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m., University Movie: "Little", Science 107.
Monday, March 31, 1969
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m., Ft Kappa Delta Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m., University Movie: "Little", Science 107.

Wednesday, April 3, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Ft Sigma Kappa Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
12:00 N. - 1:00 N., Ft St. John's Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m., Ft Pi Kappa Epsilon Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m., Ft Delta Gamma Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.

Thursday, April 4, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Ft Delta Phi Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
12:00 N. - 1:00 N., Ft Phi Mu Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m., Ft Alpha Xi Delta Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.

Friday, April 5, 1969
All Day, Panhellenic "Spring Rush", FTU.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Ft Kappa Delta Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
12:00 N. - 1:00 N., Ft Alpha Xi Delta Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m., Ft Alpha Phi Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m., Ft Sigma Kappa Preview, Multi-Purpose Room.

Dr. Kersten Announces Program for Engineering Future

Dr. Robert D. Kersten, Dean of the College of Engineering & Technology, has announced a long-range and energetic program aimed at one thing: a College of Engineering & Technology which will make significant contributions to East Central Florida, the State of Florida, and the nation. The step one in this program is the announcement by Kersten of the formation of a distinguished Board of Visitors composed of eminent engineers representing many facets of education, industry, military, and governmental service.

The Board of Visitors will function as an advisory board to "counsel, inform, appraise, recommend and otherwise assist the chief academic officers of Florida Technological University in achieving the stated objectives in the quest for excellence," Dean Kersten said. The long-range importance of the Board of Visitors cannot be overstated, Dean Kersten pointed out.

Among their duties, the Board of Visitors, at all notable men of engineering and science, will review the instructional program and its relevance to local, state and national need; appraise/evaluate the significance of various activities to the accomplishment of stated objectives; offer advice and counsel on all matters pertinent to program development; act as an visitation/inspection team to review the progress of the college; focus attention of local community and state on resource needs of the institution; make recommendations regarding development of consultants and other devices for faculty recruitment and development; and make recommendations regarding development of meaningful interaction between college and community at large.

Blood Research Grant Continued

A research study, financed by federal funds, is under way at FTU which may be helpful in the U.S. nuclear program.

Dr. Frank D. Rohrer, College of Education, Physical Education, has been notified that he has received a $12,573 continuation grant from the National Heart Institute, Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), for the second year of a two-year project totaling $25,000.

Dr. Rohrer is conducting research into the effects of physical exercise on muscle blood flow, including a comparison of the cardiovascular integrity of adolescent and preadolescent males. The results of Dr. Rohrer's research and physical examinations of returning U.S. astronauts are expected to provide increased understanding of the effects of space travel. Dr. Rohrer pointed out.

The purpose of the present study is to determine whether there is a significant difference between adolescents and preadolescents in muscle capillarity inhabitation as a result of training. Dr. Rohrer suggests that it is significant.

Oviedo, FLORIDA
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VISIT OUR COSMETIC DEPARTMENT

OVIEDO LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Five minutes north of F.T.U.
PHONE 365-3722 - P.O. BOX 248 - Oviedo, Florida
Member F.D.I.C.

Help

March 29, 1969

Records Needed For WFTU Station

The newly recognized Broadcasters Club has issued a call for records of WFTU, scheduled to begin regular broadcasts in about one month. Station manager Russ Bentley asks that students wishing to donate records for the station, contact Mr. R. L. Arnold, club advisor.

November 1967

Blood Flow Research

Recent results of Dr. Robert D. Kersten's group at Florida Technological University show that exercise on muscle blood flow, which may be used to study changes in exercise conditions of space travel.
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Thank you for your business. We look forward to serving you again.

by Jules Feiffer

The FUTURE is a great need of FTU students interested in advertising. Help is needed in ad selling, ad layout, research, recording, and billing.

Attention interested in working for the advertising department please contact Bruce Hamilton, advertising manager, or contact the General Manager, Orlando Division, Marion Martiella Corp., a veteran of 20 years with Marion Martiella Corp., and member of Florida Council of 100; Mr. G. T. Smiley, General Manager of the General Electric Co., Apollo Systems Dept., Kenmore Beach, who has been with G.E. since 1951, and active in radio development, Atlas, and Titan programs. Dr. Hans H. Wolff, Technical Director, Naval Training Device Center, Orlando, will extensive industrial experience in Germany and the United States, with the charge of the Chair for Theory of Electricity, protective devices, and Adjunct Professor at Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn; Mr. H. F. President of Council Assoc., Inc., Miami, Past President of National Society of Professional Engineers, and Chairman of Florida Engineering Society Commission on Engineering Education; Mr. J. K. Galloway, Chairman of Board, Winter Park Telephone Co., Winter Park, and Commander USNR (ret).

CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO

OVIEDO, FLORIDA

Launder & Dry Cleaning, Pick Up & Delivery Service. Monday, Wednesday & Friday, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Center House Desk, OVIEDO LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING.